**PLAN OF SAWING DIAGRAM**

This method of removing distressed concrete shall be used in conjunction with full depth cast-in-place repairs less than 50'-0" long and is optional for repairs over 50'-0" in length.

1 & 2 These saw cuts shall be full depth and perpendicular to the edge of the roadway, within a tolerance of 1". No overcutting into adjacent lanes shall be made unless the overcut is within the limits of a subsequent repair to the adjacent lane. Shoulder overcuts will be allowed.

3 This full depth saw cut is made to facilitate opening a trench across the slab to relieve compression in the pavement prior to lifting but the failed area. This saw cut may be omitted provided no spalling of the remaining concrete occurs. If spalling does occur, the contractor will be required to make this saw cut on subsequent repairs. When this saw cut is used and the adjacent lane is not repaired, no overcutting into that lane shall be made.

4 This longitudinal full depth saw cut is made between lanes or between any combination of the following: lane, ramp, curb, concrete shoulder, or partial lane width repair.

5 If required, intermediate saw cuts may be made to remove a section of pavement lane which is over 6'-0" in length, to permit loading into the hauling units.

Additional saw cuts, at contractor's expense, may be made inside the repair limits to reduce 6'-0" by 12'-0" or less slabs into smaller pieces to facilitate removal.

**SCHEMATIC OF TYPICAL LIFT PIN ASSEMBLY**

Sawing Diagram & Lift Pin for Removing Old Slab

**FORMING REQUIREMENTS FOR CAST-IN-PLACE REPAIRS 12'-0" OR LESS**

**MORE THAN ONE LANE REPAIRED BUT REPAIR LESS THAN FULL WIDTH (3 - LANE ROADWAY SHOWN)**

**FORMING NOTES:**

Stakes used to hold HMA filler or hardboard in place during concrete placement shall be removed before screeding the concrete.

Adjacent lane repairs may be cast integrally, when approved by the engineer.
FORMING REQUIREMENTS FOR
CAST-IN-PLACE REPAIRS GREATER THAN 12'-0"

FORMING NOTES:
WHERE REPAIRS LONGER THAN 12'-0" ARE REQUIRED, A NEW GRADE MUST BE ESTABLISHED ALONG THE OLD PAVEMENT INNER JOINT LINE INDEPENDENT OF THE OLD PAVEMENT SURFACE, SO THAT SCREEDING MAY BE DONE PERPENDICULAR TO THE CENTERLINE AND INDEPENDENT OF THE OLD PAVEMENT GRADE.

STAKES USED TO HOLD HMAC FILLER OR HARDBOARD IN PLACE DURING CONCRETE PLACEMENT SHALL BE REMOVED BEFORE SCREEDING THE CONCRETE.

ADJACENT LANE REPAIRS MAY BE CAST INTEGRALLY, WHEN APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER.

CAST-IN-PLACE REPAIR JOINTS USING GROUTED DOWEL OR DEFORMED BARS
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Dowel or deformed bar spacing for concrete repairs

Epoxy anchored lane tie

Repair lengths over 15' with Cp joint (single lane repair)

Offsetting lane repairs with Cp joint
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LONG REPAIR SHOWING
Cp JOINT ALIGNMENTS AND LANE TIES

EXISTING LONG JOINT SPACING

PLACE Cp EVERY 15’
ALIGN Cp WITH Crg

NEW 15’ JOINT SPACING

USE LANE TIES

EXISTING JOINT SPACING

OVER 10’ BUT LESS THAN 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

OVER 15’

FULL WIDTH MULTI-LANE REPAIRS
WITH OFFSET IN ONE LANE

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

REPAIR OF 12’ - 16’ JPCP WITH
ONLY ONE MID-PANEL CRACK
(IF THE PANEL HAS MORE THAN ONE MID-PANEL CRACK REPLACE ENTIRE PANEL)
(SINGLE LANE OR FULL WIDTH REPAIR)

MID PANEL CRACK REPAIR

ORIGINAL CORNERS BROKEN OUT.
FILL VOIDS WITH CONCRETE, PAID FOR AS PART OF THE WIDENING.

4’ FIBER JOINT FILLER, PAID FOR AS PART OF THE WIDENING

SHEET METAL OR OTHER SUITABLE
THIN MATERIAL STAKED IN PLACE

WIDENING SLAB

REPAIR OF 12’ - 16’ JPCP WITH
EXISTING 12’ - 16’ JPCP JOINT SPACING
OVER 15’

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

TWO CRACK PANEL REPAIR

WIDENING SLAB

OVER 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

MID PANEL CRACK REPAIR

WIDENING SLAB

OVER 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

WIDENING SLAB

OVER 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

WIDENING SLAB

OVER 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS

WIDENING SLAB

OVER 15’
PLACE Cp EVERY 15’

EXISTING 41’ JOINT SPACING

MATCH JOINTS AND CRACKS
REPAIRING CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED CONCRETE

CASE I
HMA REPAIR OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT
REMOVE LOOSE DETERIORATED CONCRETE. (NOT TO EXCEED PAVEMENT THICKNESS)

CASE II
HMA REPAIR OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT WITH HMA SURFACE
REMOVE HMA OVERLAY TO CONCRETE SURFACE.

CASE III
HMA REPAIR OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT WITH HMA SURFACE
REMOVE HMA OVERLAY AND LOSE DETERIORATED CONCRETE. (NOT TO EXCEED PAVEMENT THICKNESS)

FOR CASES I, II, & III, THE REMOVED MATERIAL SHALL BE REPLACED WITH A HMA TOP COURSE MIXTURE.

THE HMA SHALL BE COMPACTED WITH A MACHINE VIBRATOR OR APPROVED ROLLER WITH BASE LIFT THICKNESSES NOT TO EXCEED 3" AND WITH THE TOP LIFT THICKNESS NOT TO EXCEED 2". THE FINAL SURFACE OF THE REPAIR SHALL BE FLUSH WITH THE EXISTING PAVEMENT SURFACE.

SURFACE REPAIR FOR JOINT OR CRACK (TRANSVERSE OR LONGITUDINAL)

CASE IV
FULL DEPTH HMA REPAIR OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT
REMOVE THE DETERIORATED CONCRETE FULL DEPTH. COMPACT LOOSE EXISTING BASE. REPLACE AND COMPACT WITH HMA ANY LOST BASE.

CASE V
FULL DEPTH HMA REPAIR OF CONCRETE PAVEMENT WITH HMA SURFACE
REMOVE EXISTING HMA DETERIORATED CONCRETE PAVEMENT FULL DEPTH. COMPACT LOOSE EXISTING BASE. REPLACE AND COMPACT WITH HMA ANY LOST BASE.

FOR CASES IV & V, THE REMOVED MATERIAL SHALL BE REPLACED WITH A HMA TOP COURSE MIXTURE.

THE HMA SHALL BE COMPACTED WITH A MACHINE VIBRATOR OR APPROVED ROLLER WITH BASE LIFT THICKNESSES NOT TO EXCEED 3" AND WITH THE TOP LIFT THICKNESS NOT TO EXCEED 2". THE FINAL SURFACE OF THE REPAIR SHALL BE FLUSH WITH THE EXISTING PAVEMENT SURFACE.
NOTES:
WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF JOINT IS TO BE CONSTRUCTED THROUGH CONCRETE SHOULDER, TRENCHING BELOW CONCRETE MAY BE NECESSARY TO ALLOW ROOM FOR 7 3/4" FILLER.

PRESSURE RELIEF JOINT
THIS DETAIL ALSO APPLIES TO HMA SURFACED CONCRETE PAVEMENT REQUIRING PRESSURE RELIEF JOINTS

EXPANSION JOINTS SHALL BE ACCORDING TO STANDARD PLAN R-40-SERIES.

CONCRETE PAVEMENT REPAIRS (INCLUDING JOINT TYPES) OR PRESSURE RELIEF DETAILS SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED ON THE PLANS OR IN THE LOG OF PROJECT.

IF THE EXISTING PAVEMENT HAS A HMA SURFACE, THE SAW CUTS SHALL EXTEND THROUGH THE UNDERLYING PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE.

Saw overcuts in adjacent lane, shoulder, ramp, and gutters that will remain in place, shall be cleaned and then sealed with hot-poured rubber-asphalt.

When the concrete pavement repair is constructed in preparation for an overlay, Crg joint reservoirs and sealants shall be omitted and expansion joints (Erg) shall have the fiber joint filler kept flush to the pavement surface.

Expansion caps shall be according to standard plan R-40-series.

Transverse contraction Cc and expansion E2 joints shall be according to standard plan R-39-series.

Dowel and deformed bars used in Tgr, Crg, and Erg joints shall be epoxy coated according to the current standard specifications.

Dowel bars and deformed bars for tied joints shall be grouted into existing pavement with a grout selected from the prequalified materials listed in the department's materials source guide under adhesive systems for grouting dowel bars and tie bars for full-depth concrete pavement repairs.

The backer rod shall meet the requirements of the standard specifications for construction.

The same type joint shall extend across adjacent lane repairs.

After grouting in-place, RC-250 or an approved bond breaker shall be applied to that portion of Crg and Erg dowel bars that extend into the cast concrete.

Repaired concrete pavements require that 1" of Erg expansion joints be distributed throughout a given 1000' section.

Where there are no repair locations within a 1000' length, no expansion space will be provided.

Expansion joint filler shall extend the full depth of the repair and be flush with the existing pavement surface. Prior to sealing, the joint filler shall be removed by cutting 1" wide and 1 1/4" deep to permit the placement of the hot-poured rubber asphalt sealant. Holes in expansion joint filler shall be 1 1/4" maximum diameter and shall be aligned to fit drilled holes in concrete.

Erg joints shall be constructed only when they extend across all lanes, ramps, or shoulders.

When Erg joints are placed adjacent to concrete curb and gutter that is not required to be removed, an Erg joint shall be constructed in the curb and gutter.

Joint reservoirs for the hot-poured rubber-asphalt sealant shall be abrasive blast cleaned, followed by a final cleaning of oil-free compressed air prior to sealing.

Lane ties (to adjacent pavement lane, when required) shall be spaced according to standard plan R-41-series. Except that the first lane tie adjacent to a transverse joint shall be installed at a distance of 1'-8" from the joint, when both sides of a longitudinal joint are poured integrally. Lane ties shall be straight deformed epoxy coated bars cast-in-place as specified on standard plan R-41-series. When adjacent lanes are cast separately, lane ties shall be grouted-in-place as specified on this plan. The grout shall be selected from the prequalified materials listed in the department's materials source guide, under lane ties.

The month and year of casting and station number (if removed) shall be stenciled on each concrete repair.

All repairs will be jointed plain concrete pavement.

CONCRETE PAVEMENT REPAIR